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Drama And Delight The Life Of Verity Lambert
Sun, sea and inescapable exes... Peach is excited to hear that her sister, Di, is getting married. Of course, she would have preferred her little
sister to be engaged to someone she's known longer than a week - and the fact that his name is Charles doesn't bode well - but who is she to
judge?! Afterall, her own love life is non-existent, and who doesn't love a destination wedding...? Whisked away to the gorgeous Italian coast,
Peach assumes her role as chief bridesmaid and, despite her reservations about the groom, she tries to ensure everything goes to plan. But
weddings are never straightforward affairs... throw in some unexpected guests in the form of ex-boyfriends and one night stands, and soon
enough there is more drama than a reality tv show. Can Peach keep the show on the road, or might she end up in a whirlwind romance of her
own...? Escape to the stunning Italian coast with bestseller Portia MacIntosh. Perfect for fans of Sophie Ranald and Mhairi MacFarlane.
Praise for Portia MacIntosh: 'A hilarious, roaringly fun, feel good, sexy read. I LOVED it!' Holly Martin 'This is a heartwarming fun story,
perfect for several hours of pure escapism.' Jessica Redland 'Super-romantic and full of festive spirit. I loved it!' Mandy Baggot
Mango is invited to star in Yo, Romeo! in New York City, but must struggle to balance the opportunity of a lifetime with homesickness,
insecurity, and staying close to her best friend long-distance.
“Ross Gay’s eye lands upon wonder at every turn, bolstering my belief in the countless small miracles that surround us.” —Tracy K. Smith,
Pulitzer Prize winner and U.S. Poet Laureate The winner of the NBCC Award for Poetry offers up a spirited collection of short lyric essays,
written daily over a tumultuous year, reminding us of the purpose and pleasure of praising, extolling, and celebrating ordinary wonders. Ross
Gay’s The Book of Delights is a genre-defying book of essays—some as short as a paragraph; some as long as five pages—that record the
small joys that occurred in one year, from birthday to birthday, and that we often overlook in our busy lives. His is a meditation on delight that
takes a clear-eyed view of the complexities, even the terrors, in his life, including living in America as a black man; the ecological and psychic
violence of our consumer culture; the loss of those he loves. Among Gay’s funny, poetic, philosophical delights: the way Botan Rice Candy
wrappers melt in your mouth, the volunteer crossing guard with a pronounced tremor whom he imagines as a kind of boat-woman escorting
pedestrians across the River Styx, a friend’s unabashed use of air quotes, pickup basketball games, the silent nod of acknowledgment
between black people. And more than any other subject, Gay celebrates the beauty of the natural world—his garden, the flowers in the
sidewalk, the birds, the bees, the mushrooms, the trees. This is not a book of how-to or inspiration, though it could be read that way. Fans of
Roxane Gay, Maggie Nelson, and Kiese Laymon will revel in Gay’s voice, and his insights. The Book of Delights is about our connection to
the world, to each other, and the rewards that come from a life closely observed. Gay’s pieces serve as a powerful and necessary reminder
that we can, and should, stake out a space in our lives for delight.
Robyn Schneider's The Beginning of Everything is a witty and heart-wrenching teen novel that will appeal to fans of books by John Green
and Ned Vizzini, novels such as The Perks of Being a Wallflower, and classics like The Great Gatsby and The Catcher in the Rye. Varsity
tennis captain Ezra Faulkner was supposed to be homecoming king, but that was before—before his girlfriend cheated on him, before a car
accident shattered his leg, and before he fell in love with unpredictable new girl Cassidy Thorpe. As Kirkus Reviews said in a starred review,
"Schneider takes familiar stereotypes and infuses them with plenty of depth. Here are teens who could easily trade barbs and double
entendres with the characters that fill John Green's novels." Funny, smart, and including everything from flash mobs to blanket forts to a
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poodle who just might be the reincarnation of Jay Gatsby, The Beginning of Everything is a refreshing contemporary twist on the classic
coming-of-age novel—a heart-wrenching story about how difficult it is to play the part that people expect, and how new beginnings can stem
from abrupt and tragic endings.
Rei Davis is a tough-minded judge who wishes someone could see her softer side. Chris London is a lighthearted matchmaker who wishes
someone would take him seriously. When Rei walks into Lunch Meetings--Chris's dating service--and the computer determines that they're a
perfect match, sparks fly!
Forget everything you've heard about the daytime soap opera going the way of the old Betamax tapes that were used to record them. The
style and influence of the afternoon serial resonate in every existing dramatic entertainment and reality show, as the soaps continue to
engross and entertain millions of viewers around the world every single day. In Afternoon Delight: Why Soaps Still Matter, author and veteran
soap expert Carolyn Hinsey brings a unique passion and perspective to the genre, having covered daytime television for more than twenty
years. In this enthralling new work, she shares all the dirt, dish, and drama that make soaps great from what happens on-set to what makes it
on-air, from backstage drama to back room dealings, and all the sensational soapy scandal from the daytime bedroom to the network
boardroom.Filled with fascinating anecdotes, celebrity contributions, insider analyses, and a true fan's perspective; Afternoon Delight: Why
Soaps Still Matter vividly makes the case that daily dramas still serve up a delicious dish of programming with a purpose. Where are we now?
The #1 soap "The Young and the Restless," currently has over 4 million viewers every day (take that, Jon Stewart!). "As The World Turns"
went off the air in Sept. 2010 with a higher rating than "Mad Men." Clearly, there is enormous interest in the still-surviving daytime soaps and
a desire for them to thrive for another 50 years. Soap operas have blazed a trail across television that continues to be relevant in our homes
and in our lives to this day; to millions of loyal viewers there is no doubt that you can still find plenty of love in the afternoon!
Special Free Preview! In the spirit of The Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society and The Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold Fry, Gabrielle
Zevin’s enchanting novel is a love letter to the world of books--and booksellers--that changes our lives by giving us the stories that open our
hearts and enlighten our minds. On the faded Island Books sign hanging over the porch of the Victorian cottage is the motto "No Man Is an
Island; Every Book Is a World." A. J. Fikry, the irascible owner, is about to discover just what that truly means. A. J. Fikry’s life is not at all
what he expected it to be. His wife has died, his bookstore is experiencing the worst sales in its history, and now his prized possession, a rare
collection of Poe poems, has been stolen. Slowly but surely, he is isolating himself from all the people of Alice Island--from Lambiase, the wellintentioned police officer who’s always felt kindly toward Fikry; from Ismay, his sister-in-law who is hell-bent on saving him from his dreary
self; from Amelia, the lovely and idealistic (if eccentric) Knightley Press sales rep who keeps on taking the ferry over to Alice Island, refusing
to be deterred by A.J.’s bad attitude. Even the books in his store have stopped holding pleasure for him. These days, A.J. can only see them
as a sign of a world that is changing too rapidly. And then a mysterious package appears at the bookstore. It’s a small package, but large in
weight. It’s that unexpected arrival that gives A. J. Fikry the opportunity to make his life over, the ability to see everything anew. It doesn’t
take long for the locals to notice the change overcoming A.J.; or for that determined sales rep, Amelia, to see her curmudgeonly client in a
new light; or for the wisdom of all those books to become again the lifeblood of A.J.’s world; or for everything to twist again into a version of
his life that he didn’t see coming. As surprising as it is moving, The Storied Life of A. J. Fikry is an unforgettable tale of transformation and
second chances, an irresistible affirmation of why we read, and why we love.
A NEW YORK TIMES, USA TODAY, and WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER! A 2021 Alex Award winner! The 2021 RUSA Reading List:
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Fantasy Winner! An Indie Next Pick! One of Publishers Weekly's "Most Anticipated Books of Spring 2020" One of Book Riot’s “20 MustRead Feel-Good Fantasies” Lambda Literary Award-winning author TJ Klune’s bestselling, breakout contemporary fantasy that's "1984
meets The Umbrella Academy with a pinch of Douglas Adams thrown in." (Gail Carriger) Linus Baker is a by-the-book case worker in the
Department in Charge of Magical Youth. He's tasked with determining whether six dangerous magical children are likely to bring about the
end of the world. Arthur Parnassus is the master of the orphanage. He would do anything to keep the children safe, even if it means the world
will burn. And his secrets will come to light. The House in the Cerulean Sea is an enchanting love story, masterfully told, about the profound
experience of discovering an unlikely family in an unexpected place—and realizing that family is yours. "1984 meets The Umbrella Academy
with a pinch of Douglas Adams thrown in." —Gail Carriger, New York Times bestselling author of Soulless At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

"A revered and provocative theater observer presents a grand history of the producers, directors, actors, and critics battling for
creative and financial control of Broadway"--Front jacket flap.
By one of Britain's most gifted scientists: a magnificently daring and compulsively readable account of life on Earth (from the "big
bang" to the advent of man), based entirely on the most original of all sources--the evidence of fossils. With excitement and driving
intelligence, Richard Fortey guides us from the barren globe spinning in space, through the very earliest signs of life in the
sulphurous hot springs and volcanic vents of the young planet, the appearance of cells, the slow creation of an atmosphere and
the evolution of myriad forms of plants and animals that could then be sustained, including the magnificent era of the dinosaurs,
and on to the last moment before the debut of Homo sapiens. Ranging across multiple scientific disciplines, explicating in
wonderfully clear and refreshing prose their findings and arguments--about the origins of life, the causes of species extinctions and
the first appearance of man--Fortey weaves this history out of the most delicate traceries left in rock, stone and earth. He also
explains how, on each aspect of nature and life, scientists have reached the understanding we have today, who made the key
discoveries, who their opponents were and why certain ideas won. Brimful of wit, fascinating personal experience and high
scholarship, this book may well be our best introduction yet to the complex history of life on Earth. A Book-of-the-Month Club Main
Selection With 32 pages of photographs
Nola Lewis needs to find a job, lose her boyfriend and train her cat, and not necessarily in that order.NolaMy life is a complete
mess. I have a sister who's threatening to sue me, my boyfriend's a douche who I should have dumped years ago. My neighbor's
goat is a freak and my cat is really Satan in a fur coat.On top of all that I also desperately need a job.When my best friend's
husband offers me a position in his company, I snap it up. What I don't expect is to be working with the rude - and unfortunately
completely gorgeous - man who sat laughing at me through a coffee shop window.While I tried to pull my heel from a grate in the
sidewalk, as it poured with rain.I flipped him the bird while I stood glaring, but that didn't keep him away.Kato Black is not what I
need right now, but I'm not sure my body agrees with me.Dirty whore.
How to use philosophy and music to open your horizons and enjoy being yourself, put theory to work, and help you experience
personal growth is discussed in A Marriage of Philosophy and Music. It is all about "after." After having a liberal education, you are
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comfortable in modern culture, and after further education and becoming a specialist in some field, you enjoy using your skills. We
learn the ideas and methods of many social cultures and our own chosen specialty, but we often neglect the liberal art of
disciplining and enjoying the ideas and methods of our own individuality. This book offers a path toward the education of privacy,
with the key words being selection, design, and beauty. The book relates five areas of general human interest: spirituality,
philosophy, science, art, and body awareness. The interrelation is accomplished by using personal patterns of experience that are
available from philosophy and music. Because of the plurality of subject matters and methods used in philosophy and music, their
patterns of discipline are comparable to self-discipline. A Marriage of Philosophy and Music attempts to create a path in this
direction, because besides the enjoyment of social culture and personal skills, there is enjoyment in being yourself, which is a
neglected liberal art.
The second volume of a comprehensive reference work detailing every play written by a British author during the English
Renaissance. This volume covers the years when the London commercial theatres came into existence and the dominant mode of
English drama changed fundamentally from the morality play to the heroic tragedies of Christopher Marlowe and his
contemporaries.
Philip Pullman, author of 'His Dark Materials' trilogy, has remarked that "after nourishment, shelter, and companionship, stories are
the thing we need most in the world." This new collection of Rumi stories fills that need. This fresh prose translation of 105 short
teaching stories by Rumi, which form the core of the six-volume Masnavi, explores the hidden spiritual aspects of everyday
experience. Rumi transforms the seemingly mundane events of daily life into profound Sufi teaching moments. These prose gems
open the mystical portal to the world of the ancient mystic. These stories include well-known and popular tales such as "Angel of
Death," "The Sufi and His Cheating Wife," "Moses and the Shepherd," "Chickpeas," and "The Greek and Chinese Painters" as well
as the less commonly quoted parables: "The Basket Weaver," "The Mud Eater," and "A Sackful of Pebbles." Rumi's voice
alternates between playful and authoritative, whether he is telling stories of ordinary lives or inviting the discerning reader to higher
levels of introspection and attainment of transcendent values. Mafi's translations delicately reflect the nuances of Rumi's poetry
while retaining the positive tone of all of Rumi's writings, as well as the sense of suspense and drama that mark the essence of the
Masnavi.
An Instant New York Times Bestseller! A BuzzFeed Best Young Adult Book of 2020 Perfect for fans of The Last Magician and
Serpent & Dove, this heart-stopping debut is an imaginative Romeo and Juliet retelling set in 1920s Shanghai, with rival gangs and
a monster in the depths of the Huangpu River. The year is 1926, and Shanghai hums to the tune of debauchery. A blood feud
between two gangs runs the streets red, leaving the city helpless in the grip of chaos. At the heart of it all is eighteen-year-old
Juliette Cai, a former flapper who has returned to assume her role as the proud heir of the Scarlet Gang—a network of criminals far
above the law. Their only rivals in power are the White Flowers, who have fought the Scarlets for generations. And behind every
move is their heir, Roma Montagov, Juliette’s first love…and first betrayal. But when gangsters on both sides show signs of
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instability culminating in clawing their own throats out, the people start to whisper. Of a contagion, a madness. Of a monster in the
shadows. As the deaths stack up, Juliette and Roma must set their guns—and grudges—aside and work together, for if they can’t
stop this mayhem, then there will be no city left for either to rule.
The renowned actress who played Nikki Newman on The Young and the Restless opens up about her sixty-year career in this
scintillating memoir. Melody Thomas Scott admits she is nothing like her character on The Young and the Restless, who’s seen it
all in her forty-year tenure on America’s highest-rated daytime serial. But there’s plenty of drama beyond her character’s
plotlines. In this captivating memoir, Melody reveals the behind-the-scenes saga of her journey to stardom and personal freedom.
As Nikki went from impoverished stripper to vivacious heroine, Melody underwent her own striking transformation, becoming a
household name in the process. Raised by her abusive grandmother, Melody acted in feature films with Alfred Hitchcock, John
Wayne, and Clint Eastwood—and endured abuse of industry men before taking control of her life and career in a daring getaway
move. Melody shares all this, plus juicy on-and-off-set details of what it’s like to be one half of the show’s most successful
supercouple, “Niktor.” In witty, warm prose, readers meet the persevering heart of an American icon. Prepare to be moved by a
life story fit for a soap opera star.
THE INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! “I like to think of NOT ALL DIAMONDS AND ROSÉ as the ultimate reunion. I know
readers will be surprised, entertained, and even shocked at what’s in store." - Andy Cohen Dave Quinn's Not All Diamonds and Rosé is the
definitive oral history of the hit television franchise, from its unlikely start in the gated communities of Orange County to the pop culture
behemoth it has become—spanning nine cities, hundreds of cast members, and millions of fans. What is it really like to be a housewife? We all
want to know, but only the women we love to watch and the people who make the show have the whole story. Well, listen in close, because
they’re about to tell all. Nearly all the wives, producers, and network executives, as well as Andy Cohen himself, are on the record, unfiltered
and unvarnished about what it really takes to have a tagline. This is your VIP pass to the lives behind the glam squads, testimonials, and
tabloid feuds. Life’s not all diamonds and rosé, but the truth is so much better, isn’t it? Includes Color Photographs
The novel takes place in the heart of Silicon Valley, where materialism thrives and acquisition is the heartbeat of the community. It opens with
Katie LaFont preparing for her first appointment with a world renowned psychiatrist from Stanford University. After reluctantly agreeing to
seek help she takes a step back and wonders how her life became an intractable mess. She questions what is missing as she takes one
more inventory of her existence: devoted husband; beautiful kids; a successful business of her own; fine art; luxury cars; jewelry; and
designer clothing. After checking off the final item on her list, her dream home, she finds herself at the precipice of losing it all. Shortly after
moving in, a growing numbness leads her to revaluate her own obsession with accumulation, wondering if this is all life has to offer. Katie
begins to limp through the life she spent so much effort to create only to discover that it might be a faade.
From bestselling and National Book Award–nominated author Tahereh Mafi comes a stunning novel about love and loneliness, navigating the
hyphen of dual identity, and reclaiming your right to joy—even when you’re trapped in the amber of sorrow. It’s 2003, several months since
the US officially declared war on Iraq, and the American political world has evolved. Tensions are high, hate crimes are on the rise, FBI
agents are infiltrating local mosques, and the Muslim community is harassed and targeted more than ever. Shadi, who wears hijab, keeps her
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head down. She's too busy drowning in her own troubles to find the time to deal with bigots. Shadi is named for joy, but she’s haunted by
sorrow. Her brother is dead, her father is dying, her mother is falling apart, and her best friend has mysteriously dropped out of her life. And
then, of course, there’s the small matter of her heart— It’s broken. Shadi tries to navigate her crumbling world by soldiering through, saying
nothing. She devours her own pain, each day retreating farther and farther inside herself until finally, one day, everything changes. She
explodes. An Emotion of Great Delight is a searing look into the world of a single Muslim family in the wake of 9/11. It’s about a child of
immigrants forging a blurry identity, falling in love, and finding hope—in the midst of a modern war.
Darkness Never Prevails. While staying home was a vital safety measure in 2020, the freedom of the TARDIS remained a dream that drew
many - allowing them to roam the cosmos in search of distraction, reassurance and adventure. Now some of the finest TV Doctor Who writers
come together with gifted illustrators in this very special short story collection in support of BBC Children in Need. Current and former
showrunners - Chris Chibnall Russell T Davies and Steven Moffat - present exciting adventures for the Doctor conceived in confinement,
alongside brand new fiction from Neil Gaiman, Mark Gatiss and Vinay Patel. Also featuring work from Chris Riddell, Joy Wilkinson, Paul
Cornell, Sonia Leong, Sophie Cowdrey, Mike Collins and many more, Adventures in Lockdown is a book for any Doctor Who fan in your life,
stories that will send your heart spinning wildly through time and space... £2.25 from every copy sold in the UK of Doctor Who: Adventures in
Lockdown will benefit Children in Need (registered charity number 802052 in England & Wales and SC039557 in Scotland)
"In this book with no pictures, the reader has to say every silly word, no matter what"-The world of K-Pop has never met a star like this. Debut author Lyla Lee delivers a deliciously fun, thoughtful rom-com celebrating confidence
and body positivity—perfect for fans of Jenny Han and Julie Murphy. Skye Shin has heard it all. Fat girls shouldn’t dance. Wear bright colors.
Shouldn’t call attention to themselves. But Skye dreams of joining the glittering world of K-Pop, and to do that, she’s about to break all the
rules that society, the media, and even her own mother, have set for girls like her. She’ll challenge thousands of other performers in an
internationally televised competition looking for the next K-pop star, and she’ll do it better than anyone else. When Skye nails her audition,
she’s immediately swept into a whirlwind of countless practices, shocking performances, and the drama that comes with reality TV. What she
doesn’t count on are the highly fat-phobic beauty standards of the Korean pop entertainment industry, her sudden media fame and scrutiny,
or the sparks that soon fly with her fellow competitor, Henry Cho. But Skye has her sights on becoming the world’s first plus-sized K-pop star,
and that means winning the competition—without losing herself.
The purpose of theater, like magic, like religion . . . is to inspire cleansing awe. What makes good drama? And why does drama matter in an
age that is awash in information and entertainment? David Mamet, one of our greatest living playwrights, tackles these questions with bracing
directness and aphoristic authority. He believes that the tendency to dramatize is essential to human nature, that we create drama out of
everything from today’s weather to next year’s elections. But the highest expression of this drive remains the theater. With a cultural range
that encompasses Shakespeare, Bretcht, and Ibsen, Death of a Salesman and Bad Day at Black Rock, Mamet shows us how to distinguish
true drama from its false variants. He considers the impossibly difficult progression between one act and the next and the mysterious function
of the soliloquy. The result, in Three Uses of the Knife, is an electrifying treatise on the playwright’s art that is also a strikingly original work of
moral and aesthetic philosophy.
What happens when your BFF becomes your EFF . . . EX-Friend-Forever? Surviving seventh grade is tough-especially when your BFF
dumps you, you lose your spot on the track team, and you cost your dad his job. That's the mess Mango's in. THEN her ex-bestie spitefully
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tricks Mango into auditioning for the school musical and the tables turn: Mango wins the lead role, becomes a YouTube sensation, and
attracts the attention of the school's queen bee. But soon Mango is forced to make tough choices about the kind of friend she wants to have .
. . and the kind she wants to be.
When a man discovers his father in New York has long had another, secret, family—a wife and two kids—the interlocking fates of both families
lead to surprise loyalties, love triangles, and a reservoir of inner strength in this "expansive and elegantly crafted novel" (Fresh Air, NPR).
"Rich with the complexities of life . . . the stories create a world made fully dimensional through changes of perspective—major characters
appear and reappear as part of one or another’s experience and testimony . . . Pull any life’s thread and you discover a mesh of involvement
that soon takes in all the others. It is a fine thing, subtly done, and truly exhilarating." —The Wall Street Journal Ethan, a young lawyer in New
York, learns that his father has long kept a second family—a Thai wife and two kids living in Queens. In the aftermath of this revelation,
Ethan's mother spends a year working abroad, returning much changed, as events introduce her to the other wife. Across town, Ethan's half
brothers are caught in their own complicated journeys: one brother's penchant for minor delinquency has escalated, and the other must travel
to Bangkok to bail him out, while the bargains their mother has struck about love and money continue to shape their lives. As Ethan finds
himself caught in a love triangle of his own, the interwoven fates of these two households elegantly unfurl to encompass a woman rallying to
help an ill brother with an unreliable lover and a filmmaker with a girlhood spent in Nepal. Evoking a generous and humane spirit, and a story
that ranges over three continents, Secrets of Happiness elucidates the ways people marshal the resources at hand to forge their own forms
of joy.
Jem McCrail is a fantastical godsend to the timid young Alice Pilling. "Like a dropped acorn,†? she appears halfway through the week,
halfway through the term, and halfway through Miss Aldridge's Silent Reading Hour. Through the doorway she barely clears, wearing clothes
like the urchin she encountered in her favorite P. G. Wodehouse story, Jem leads the stammering Alice into a world of culture, truancy, and
bizarrerie-a world far beyond the dull lessons of school. The girls cultivate a steadfast bond based on a wicked and encircling sense of
humor, an impish joy in indelicate literature, and Mozart's The Magic Flute. Then, as abruptly as she came, Jem disappears. The years and
schools that follow, as well as the lovers, do not dim the image of the wondrous Jem. The disheartened Alice is almost ready to settle into an
ordinary life when an accident and the intervention of a latter-day fallen angel impel her to go on one more wild and extravagant journey. Like
the opera it echoes, the result is pure enchantment. "Why did it take me so long to discover the singular joys of Barbara Trapido's novels?
Why, for so many years, had I missed these witty, soulful, heartbreaking, expansive, brilliant tales? I have become a literary evangelist on her
behalf. On account of my badgering, all my friends now love her, too.I won't rest until everyone in America has read (and fallen in love with)
this fabulous author.†? -Elizabeth Gilbert
Outlines practical parenting strategies from the toddler years through preadolescence that focus on productive and peaceful disciplinary
methods while promoting positive neural connections.
Henry David Thoreau built a log cabin in the Concord Forest in Massachusetts in 1845. Thoreau lived there for two years to try out an
alternative to the hectic and economically successful everyday life. The reason: He wanted to consciously feel life in harmony with nature
again. The minimalist lifestyle should create space and time for the essentials. Thoreau kept a diary about his feelings and experiences
during his time in the forest. This book arose from his notes. It deals with his everyday problems, with economic and philosophical
considerations, with the feeling of loneliness, with the animals of the forest, with the seasons and with the reading of classical works.
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From the incomparable Emmy, Grammy, and Tony Award winner, a powerful and revealing autobiography about race, sexuality, art, and
healing It’s easy to be yourself when who and what you are is in vogue. But growing up Black and gay in America has never been easy.
Before Billy Porter was slaying red carpets and giving an iconic Emmy-winning performance in the celebrated TV show Pose; before he was
the groundbreaking Tony and Grammy Award-winning star of Broadway’s Kinky Boots; and before he was an acclaimed recording artist,
actor, playwright, director, and all-around legend, Porter was a young boy in Pittsburgh who was seen as different, who didn’t fit in. At five
years old, Porter was sent to therapy to “fix” his effeminacy. He was endlessly bullied at school, sexually abused by his stepfather, and
criticized at his church. Porter came of age in a world where simply being himself was a constant struggle. Billy Porter’s Unprotected is the
life story of a singular artist and survivor in his own words. It is the story of a boy whose talent and courage opened doors for him, but only a
crack. It is the story of a teenager discovering himself, learning his voice and his craft amidst deep trauma. And it is the story of a young man
whose unbreakable determination led him through countless hard times to where he is now; a proud icon who refuses to back down or hide.
Porter is a multitalented, multifaceted treasure at the top of his game, and Unprotected is a resonant, inspirational story of trauma and
healing, shot through with his singular voice.
Includes an excerpt from Love on the brain.
What happens when the Pope and the Dalai Lama decide they need a secret vacation? Roland Merullo’s playful, eloquent, and life-affirming
novel finds the world’s two holiest men teaming up for an unsanctioned road trip through the Italian countryside--where they rediscover the
everyday joys and challenges of ordinary life. During the Dalai Lama’s highly publicized official visit to the Vatican, the Pope suggests an
adventure so unexpected and appealing that neither man can resist: they will shed their robes for several days and live as ordinary men.
Before dawn, the two beloved religious leaders make a daring escape from Vatican City, slip into a waiting car, and are soon traveling the
Italian roads in disguise. Along for the ride is the Pope’s neurotic cousin and personal assistant, Paolo, who--to his terror-- has been put in
charge of arranging the details of their disappearance. Rounding out the group is Paolo’s estranged wife, Rosa, an eccentric entrepreneur
with a lust for life, who orchestrates the sublime disguises of each man. Rosa is a woman who cannot resist the call to adventure--or the fun.
Against a landscape of good humor, intrigue, and spiritual fulfillment, The Delight of Being Ordinary showcases the uniquely charming
sensibilities of author Roland Merullo. Part whimsical expedition, part love story, part spiritual search, this uplifting novel brings warmth and
laughter to the universal concerns of family life, religious inspiration, and personal identity—all of which combine to transcend cultural and
political barriers in the name of a once-in-a-lifetime adventure.
Drama and DelightThe Life of Verity LambertA Life of Adventure and DelightW. W. Norton & Company
A portrait of Elizabethan England and how it contributed to the making of William Shakespeare discusses how he moved to London lacking
money, connections, and a formal education; started a family; attempted to forge his career in the competitive theater world; grappled with
dangerous religious and political forces; and rose to became his age's foremost playwright. 100,000 first printing.
A Life of Adventure and Delight delivers eight masterful stories from dazzlingly original and critically acclaimed author Akhil Sharma. Hailed
as a storyteller whose fiction is “a glowing work of art” (Wall Street Journal), Akhil Sharma is possessed of a narrative voice “as hypnotic as
those found in the pages of Dostoyevsky” (The Nation). In A Life of Adventure and Delight, Sharma delivers eight masterful stories that focus
on Indian protagonists at home and abroad and that plunge the reader into the unpredictable workings of the human heart. A young woman in
an arranged marriage awakens one day surprised to find herself in love with her husband. A retired divorcé tries to become the perfect
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partner by reading women’s magazines. A man’s longstanding contempt for his cousin suddenly shifts inward when he witnesses his cousin
caring for a sick woman. Tender and darkly comic, the protagonists in A Life of Adventure and Delight deceive themselves and engage in odd
behaviors as they navigate how to be good, how to make meaningful relationships, and the strengths and pitfalls of self-interest. Elegantly
written and emotionally immediate, the stories provide an intimate, honest assessment of human relationships between mothers and sons,
sons and lovers, and husband and wives from a dazzlingly original, critically acclaimed writer.
This is the personal and deeply passionate story of a life devoted to reclaiming the timeless power of an ancient artistic tradition to comfort
the afflicted. For years, theater director Bryan Doerries has led an innovative public health project that produces ancient tragedies for current
and returned soldiers, addicts, tornado and hurricane survivors, and a wide range of other at-risk people in society. The originality and
generosity of Doerries's work is startling, and The Theater of War--wholly unsentimental, but intensely felt and emotionally engaging--is a
humane, knowledgeable, and accessible book that will both inspire and enlighten. Tracing a path that links the personal to the artistic to the
social and back again, Doerries shows us how suffering and healing are part of a timeless process in which dialogue and empathy are
inextricably linked.
Fusing audience research and ethnography, the book presents a compelling account of women’s changing lives and identities in relation to
the impact of the most popular media culture in everyday life: television. Within the historically-specific social conditions of Korean modernity,
Youna Kim analyzes how Korean women of varying age and class group cope with the new environment of changing economical structure
and social relations. The book argues that television is an important resource for women, stimulating them to research their own lives and
identities. Youna Kim reveals Korean women as creative, energetic and critical audiences in their responses to evolving modernity and the
impact of the West. Based on original empirical research, the book explores the hopes, aspirations, frustrations and dilemmas of Korean
women as they try to cope with life beyond traditional grounds. Going beyond the traditional Anglo-American view of media and culture, this
text will appeal to students and scholars of both Korean area studies and media and communications studies.
A REESE WITHERSPOON x HELLO SUNSHINE BOOK CLUB PICK A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF THE YEAR A Must-Read
Novel: The New York Times Book Review * BuzzFeed * Time * Marie Claire * Parade * Travel + Leisure * Ms. * Bustle * The Millions * Book
Riot * PopSugar * HelloGiggles * Kirkus Reviews* Good Morning America “[A] mesmerizing debut novel.” —The New York Times Book
Review “A story that kept me tied to the page, told in masterful, seamless prose.” —BuzzFeed “I love this book so much I turned the pages so
fast . . . It’s all about the search for independence and being true to yourself and who you really are.” —Reese Witherspoon Afi Tekple is a
young seamstress in Ghana. Smart and pretty, she has also been convinced by her mother to marry a man she doesn’t know: a wealthy
businessman named Elikem. His family has chosen Afi in the hopes that she will distract him from a current relationship they disapprove of.
When Afi is moved from her small hometown to live in Accra, Ghana’s gleaming capital full of wealth and sophistication, she is not prepared
for the way her life will change. But she has agreed to this marriage in order to give her mother the financial security she desperately needs,
and so Afi must see it through. Or must she? A witty, moving, and smart debut novel, His Only Wife takes place in a world of men who want
their wives to be beautiful, to be good cooks and mothers, to grant their husbands forbearance. And in Afi, we meet a delightful, brave, and
relatable heroine who just may break all the rules.
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